Jeep front speakers

Jeep Wranglers are surprisingly popular vehicles, given their heritage as a wartime tool. These
issues aside, they sell like crazy. In , Jeep launched the fourth-generation Wrangler with
improved aerodynamics, a larger interior and better fuel economy. Unless you opted for the
premium Alpine option, the stereo in these vehicles is disappointing. Fear not valued reader â€”
hope and help are available! The basic sound system in the JL chassis-code Wrangler includes
small speakers in the bottom of the dash and the overhead soundbar and a set of even smaller
speakers in the top of the dash. We know they built custom-vented enclosures for the speakers
to optimize their performance, but sometimes bigger is better. If your Jeep is a Sport S trim level
or higher, you at least have the option of upgrading to the Uconnect 4 system with a 7-inch
display, Apple CarPlay and Android Auto. The first order of business is to equip the vehicle with
appropriately sized speakers. Metra, a manufacturer of car audio installation accessories, offers
a set of replacement speaker pods that allow a 6. The work to install these pods is a bit
extensive. The team at Extreme Audio near Richmond, Virginia, let us know that there are about
50 screws and bolts, along with more than a dozen dash parts, that need to come out in order to
complete the installation. For the speaker locations on top of the dash, you have a few options.
You could choose to go with a standard set of component speakers and have the tweeters
mounted in place of the stock small midrange drivers. The drawback to this implementation is
that the majority of the vocals from your music will appear to come from the lower part of the
dash. These options will work best in a system that includes a dedicated amplifier channel for
each of the four front speakers. Depending on your listening preferences, having speakers in
the rear of the vehicle may or may not be important. For the JL Wranglers, they have once again
chosen to install small speakers in the overhead soundbar. Upgrading these to something
larger will improve efficiency and bass performance. These new covers will accept 6. As always,
the option exists to have something custom made for your vehicle. If you wanted smoother
frequency response, then the speaker upgrade alone should help. If you want more output from
the system, then you are going to need to have an amplifier installed. When it comes to
amplifiers, there are really no limits. An ultra-compact amp can be mounted in the dash and
provide more than twice as much power as the factory radio could ever dream of. Something
larger with more power output capability and better sound quality would fit nicely under a seat
without much hassle. It could be said that adding a subwoofer might be the best first step in
upgrading the sound system in your Jeep Wrangler. It can be upgraded. The 1sixty8 media team
includes many household names in the industry, from store owners and industry writers to
award-winning installers and fabricators. To learn more about 1sixty8 media, visit Jeep
Wrangler Stereo System The basic sound system in the JL chassis-code Wrangler includes
small speakers in the bottom of the dash and the overhead soundbar and a set of even smaller
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Supporting Member. Ok, What are you using for your front dash speakers? Did you modify for
bigger speakers? What ya got? Feel free send links Thanks. Ride of the Month Winner. Ya
sounds good? I am not looking to host a rave in my Jeep, but any improvement would be good.
I bought 4 matching kicker 5. Got them from Crutchfield. Sounds pretty good too me I can hear
the factory amp clipping. Rob Certified video trained differential rebuilder Supporting Member. I
used some adapter brackets so I could run 5. In hindsight, would have run 5. Really, it is a
matter of taste in regards to sound preferences. I prefer a front heavy "sound stage" so the
larger speakers behind me hinder that. What I really need is a sub, the 5. Unfortunately, adding
bass is a compromise in a TJ. Lose precious cargo room or custom install to avoid "sticky
fingers. Rob said:. Reactions: lowranger. Joined Feb 27, Messages 12, Location Earth. Get a
head unit that puts out 40w or more power per channel. I think Sony makes one. Any name
brand speaker will be fine up front. I like the Polks mentioned above bc they are water resistant.
You can get the adapter brackets to go with 5. Replace the speakers in the sound bar too,
otherwise, they will distort when you turn up the volume at highway speeds. Matching 5. For
better yet, but more work, upgrade to 6. This will be the biggest improvement to your sound
system. Most bang for your buck. I mounted mine on the bottom of the rear seat. Easy wiring
job. Sounds great The nice thing is you can do and listen to that before deciding to add 4. Try
having a detailed convo with your wife at those speeds. Not much use to go a sound dampening
route, too costly and time consuming, not very good bang for your buck. Last edited: Dec 17,
Do you have the factory subwoofer in the center console? Stick with 5. You end up needing to

fade them down anyways since they are so close to your ears. An aftermarket HU with some
more power helps. Reactions: Rob I have considered an aftermarket head unit, but the last one I
put in promptly got stolen. Is it worth replacing all four stock speakers with 5. Thieves don't
seem to want the stock hu. Reactions: JamesAndTheSahara. JMT said:. Jerry Bransford said:.
Polk's DB series of speakers are a good match for the power of the amplifier typically used in a
TJ. However, not all brand-name speakers are good choices. A key reason for that is speakers
come with various "Sensitivity" ratings which is a description of how much power the speaker
requires to play at a certain listening level. Sensitivity is measured in dB which stands for
decibels. Some popular speakers have low Sensitivity levels like 84 dB which basically means
they require a LOT more power than another speaker that has a higher Sensitivity like 90 dB.
For every loss of 3 dB of sensitivity, you need an amplifier that is twice as powerful. So if you
bought Polk's DB speakers which have 90 dB of Sensitivity, it would take an amplifier twice as
powerful to play at the same listening level as a speaker rated at only 87 dB. Best to stay with
speakers with at least a 90 dB Sensitivity rating like Polk's DB series or some of Kicker's
speakers. So pay no attention to the speaker's wattage rating in terms of how loud it would play
in reality, its Sensitivity rating is actually more important for most installations. A big-ass 8"
speaker rated at, say, 83 dB Sensitivity whose advertisement screams watts in big lettering
would not play as loudly or sound as good when connected to a small amplifier like we use in
our Jeeps as a 6" speaker would that was rated at a lower watts but with the higher 90 dB
Sensitivity rating. JamesAndTheSahara said:. I have a modified stock head unit and after market
speakers. Sounds really good to me even with the top down on the highway. I had a pioneer
head unit that was promptly stolen after one of the home football games, probably not going to
ever run an aftermarket head unit again in the TJ. Sounds pun intended like the way to go. If I
missed a thread where you described your modified head unit, please link, thanks. All three
Kicker options required a modified fit for the roll bar location wonder what kind of fitment
issues there? Post reply. Top Bottom. Replacing front factory speakers with the aftermarket is
the first step to improve car audio in Jeep Wrangler JK. But how to change front speakers in
Jeep Wrangler JK, and which ones are the best? Replacing front speakers, although
time-consuming, is not difficult. Follow the steps below and make the entire process
straightforward. These steps will make the speaker replacing process fast and easy. If your
Jeep is equipped with separate tweeters , replacing them is straightforward because you can
access them from the top of the dash. Depending on the Wrangler JK year, you will have either
tweeter standing out in both dash corners, and after flushed inside the dash. In the article
below, we will go through the best speakers you can find for a JK dash, and we will go in detail
through the replacement process. Instead, you will find them in the dash facing seats, which
means the stereo effect is also different. It is just more time-consuming. Someone may ask if it
is worth replacing factory speakers in Wrangler. After listening to the standard audio system,
you will understand that every hour spent on replacing them is worth the effort. If you do not
have the experience, it is easier to start on the passenger side, where you will have a little more
access to the dash. Although you do not need any advanced tooling, few simple hand tools will
help to replace front dash speakers in Wrangler JK:. To access the bolts holding enclosures,
you have to remove the side panels on both sides of the dash and remove the glove box. When
removing the glove box, squeeze the sides and then gently take the box out. On the driver side,
remove knee support under the steering wheel. Now you have access to all bolts holding the
enclosures. Remove them using socket keys 7mm and 10mm from the bottom and side of the
dash. In total, you will have depending on the production year of your Jeep, either four or six
bolts. You will need to turn the box downwards to get it out. After the speaker box is out,
unscrew the bolts and remove the speaker out of the enclosure. When the speaker is out,
disconnect the wiring, and now is the time to connect any wire adaptor that may be different
than for factory speakers. Do not install a new speaker to the empty plastic box; this will
destroy the sound, especially when you will install powerful speakers with strong mid-bass.
Unscrew tweeters from the dash and unplug speaker wires. You may need to add wire adaptors
depending on the type of the new tweeters you will install, but this will be just a few inches of
the extra wire in the dash. Place new tweeters in the original adaptors and plug wires. When you
have tweeters placed in adaptors, screw them back to the dash and cover with original earlier
removed grills. When you install a new speaker system, you will have to place crossovers and
run new wires to the speakers. In Wranglers JK produced from , you have room in the dash for
flushed 3. However, instead of tweeters, you can install there small 3. This way, you can have
four channels playing in front of you, two 6. Having four independent speakers in front of the
car is an excellent solution, especially when you have a six-channel amplifier. You can use four
channels to power speakers in front of you and the other two channels for the Jeep soundbar
above your head. Such a system will play beautifully, and having four high-quality front

speakers is something to be proud of. When we know all parameters we should aim for, we can
start actual research for our Wrangler speakers. All these systems are top class, but each of
them will make a little different sound. The Kicker is known for quality, powerful speakers, and
KS series is no different, but it is not the power I was looking for, it is quality of music I had a
pleasure listening to. Such a combination makes a fantastic audio effect, taking into
consideration that front dash speakers in Jeep JK face down the front chairs. All sounds are
natural, and starts unusually low, at 35Hz. Tweeters, on the other hand, although do not go
extremally high in the frequency, can have adjusted loudness at the crossover up to 9dB per
octave. This is also a fantastic result, these small sensitive silk dome tweeters after adjustment
can be three times louder, and you hear this difference. My overall experience from Kicker KSS
is hugely positive. I loved especially vocal and instrumental quality with all depth and
surrounding effects. They are available on Amazon, so if you would like to give them a try, click
this link and check the latest price. To experience KSS dynamic at full, you have to have a good
amplifier, and I would not recommend anything from the bottom shelf. These speakers can be,
of course, powered from the head unit, but why?? The sound will be flat, and to be honest, even
if other speakers would match the factory radio better, Kicker KSS will not. Another thing is that
because the front speaker enclosure in Jeep JK is plastic, make sure they are filled with
polyester stuffing before installing the speakers. Alpine makes speakers that are part of the
Jeep Premium Audio System, so I decided to try them, and find out how good they really are. As
I expected, bass in Alpine is softer and low tones do not go as low as in the Kicker. The
frequencies are very wide, which makes produced mid and high sounds clear and precise.
When looking at these speakers from the side, they look like a smaller brother of my favorite
Kickers. Especially when looking at the much smaller magnet, you can tell these speakers will
not make strong kicks. Nevertheless, they are worth buying, especially if your favorite tones are
in Classical, Jazz, Soul, or any unplugged soft sounds. If you fancy off-road trips or crossing
rivers make sure your speakers can handle these harsh conditions. MM are available on
Amazon, so if you want to give them a try click this link and check the current price. These
heavyweights 6. I was listening to them only in the studio, and the music was so precise and
without the smallest distortion. Thanks to the sensitivity 93 dB, they can play loud in the car
with a soft-top or with the roof down. MMs, although the head unit can power them, show their
best when wired to the quality amplifier. The cones made of polymer with titanium coating are
ready for real power and can make strong bass starting as low as 40Hz, and this is excellent
value for coaxial speakers. The best effect comes from tweeters that can go up to 40kHz and
play outstanding quality high tones. Listening to the violin, guitar, or vocal is something you
will not hear from many other speakers. As a standard, Wrangler JK has eight speakers 4
in-dash and 4 in soundbar , and if you are lucky to have a premium system, it will have an
additional subwoofer in the back. Either of these systems is better than smaller speakers in
previous Jeep TJ, but if you value music quality, you will have to replace even the bigger ones.
All alternatives are worth considering, and the final effect depends on the quality of speakers
used and your personal goal. For the best results, I recommend using a high-quality 2-way
component system and replacing all front speakers at the same time. Although the cheapest
option is to install coaxial speakers and leave factory tweeters in their places, I would not go
this way. On the other hand, you can try budget option, replace coaxial speakers, and
disconnect factory tweeters, but that will remove a large portion of the high sounds from the top
of the cabin. Remember, high-frequency sound waves create the best effect when directed
towards the ears, so it is really worth having them playing from the top of the dash, especially in
Jeep Wrangler, with the roof down. So, this is another no go for me. The size of the speakers is
one of the main criteria we have to look at. You do not want to buy 5. For Jeep Wrangler JK, we
can buy the majority of standard round 6. Regarding the tweeters that are mounted on the top of
the front dash, there are two types depending on the age of the Jeep JK. After , Jeep changed
the design of the dash, and since then, tweeters were flushed inside the dash, in a flat
horizontal position. The good thing about this change was adding them to the special adaptors
that allow you to install several different tweeter sizes. Also, instead of tweeters, in these
original places, you can fit small 3. From all speakers available, it can be tricky to choose these
that will last a long time and provide sounds quality we aim for. No one, including me, wants to
buy new speakers every year because something was missing in their research. When we
already know which speaker sizes and system to choose, the next step is to look at their built
quality and material used. This is even more important when we consider conditions in which
speakers will play, especially in Jeep JK, when we drive with no door or roof. In such harsh
conditions, speakers must handle extreme temperatures or be water-resistant even waterproof
if we drive across the rivers. I would not install any speakers that have metal aluminum or
paper, even when coated cones. Also, suspension and surroundings should be strong but

elastic, ideally made from butyl rubber that will not tear down quickly. If you live in a hot, sandy
area, forget about sensitive silk or nylon tweeters, and use instead stiff ones with aluminum
cones that have fully protective grills. Well, unless you want to have small hi-end domes
covered with sand or dust in no time. Also, in such areas, tweeters must be able to handle direct
sunlight and do not overheat at the same time. As you see, there are few critical points to look
at if you use Wrangler JK for anything else than pleasant weekend road trips. It is better to
invest in the higher quality speakers at the beginning, rather than being frustrated when
something gets damaged after a few months. Below in this article, we will go in more detail
through few robust speakers for your Jeep JK. The sensitivity of the speaker is an important
parameter, especially in Jeep JK with no roof. Speakers with low sensitivity will play quietly
because their design does not allow them to make loud noises in the open area. In other words,
a speaker with a sensitivity of 88 dB, which would be not bad for a silent car with hardtop, will
be way too low for Jeep with a soft-top where all road and tires noises are far greater.
Sensitivity tells you how loud your speaker will be at the 1m from the cone when powered by
1W, and for Jeep, we should not consider anything less than 92dB. Power Handling, as one
parameter alone, does not give any indicator about speaker loudness or quality. This is the only
number telling you how much electricity you can transfer through a voice coil without damaging
it. We can tell the higher the power, the better materials are used for the speaker, well at least
from the known producers. Necessary to point out here is that we are talking about RMS power,
not any other that is often used in the marketing brochures. If you want to use a factory, or even
aftermarket head unit to power speakers in your Jeep JK, do not buy strong speakers that will
be begging for more power from the external amp. By saying that I mean, head units should not
power speakers stronger than around 50W RMS, simply because they cannot produce enough
power, and by turning volume higher you will start hearing distortions. So, when you do not
want an amplifier, search for lower power but high sensitivity speakers that will play great from
your stereo. Here is Martin. If I am not installing new or modifying existing car audio systems, I
spend time with my family or writing blog posts about my car audio passion. Replacing factory
car speakers in Jeep TJ should be one of the first things in our mind when we want to improve
sound quality, especially when Jeep is 15 years or older. But how to replace front Not long ago,
I was installing speakers in my friend's golf cart. But before we started, we did a lot of research
to find a good golf cart sound system. Because there were some tricks during Skip to content
Replacing front factory speakers with the aftermarket is the first step to improve car audio in
Jeep Wrangler JK. Remove the side dash panels using a panel removal tool or flat screwdriver.
Remove 10mm bolts from the metal steering wheel cover. Remove two 7mm bolts from
underneath the steering wheel dash. Early Wrangler JK had four bolts in this place. Remove the
glove box by pushing the inside tabs inward until the two plastic pins unlock from the dash.
Unscrew the bolts under the glove box. Depending on the model, there are either two or four
bolts underneath. Remove two 7mm bolts from underneath the glove box, older JK models have
four bolts in this area. Remove one 10mm bolt from underneath each enclosure. Disconnect
wires from each speaker enclosure. Remove loose enclosures from behind the dash. Remove
the speakers from the enclosures and replace them with new ones. How to replace factory dash
speakers in Wrangler JK? Replacing the Wrangler JK front speakers. Although you do not need
any advanced tooling, few simple hand tools will help to replace front dash speakers in
Wrangler JK: Panel tool Socket wrench with extension 7mm and 10mm sockets Torx T driver To
access the bolts holding enclosures, you have to remove the side panels on both sides of the
dash and remove the glove box. Replacing the dash tweeters When you finished with woofers in
the dash, working with twe
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eters will be real fun. First, take panel removal tool and take out covers. Replacing factory
tweeters with 2-way 3. Which are the best front speakers for Jeep Wrangler JK? One point to
add to this fantastic system. When searching for speakers that will fulfill our needs, we have
several installation options. Install a complete component system and replace both factory
woofers and tweeters. Install coaxial speakers in the dash and add separate tweeters. Install
coaxial speakers and leave original factory tweeters. Install coaxial speakers in the dash and
another pair of small 3. This is, however, possible only in Jeeps JK that were produced after
Standard tweeters will not play as good as any aftermarket, not to mention top-class tweeters.
Speakers Sensitivity The sensitivity of the speaker is an important parameter, especially in Jeep
JK with no roof. Power Handling Power Handling, as one parameter alone, does not give any
indicator about speaker loudness or quality. Continue Reading.

